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Abstract: 
Discrimination of disease patients based on gene expression data is a crucial problem in clinical area. An important issue to solve 
this problem is to find a discriminative subset of genes from thousands of genes on a microarray or DNA chip. Aiming at finding 
informative genes for disease classification on microarray, we present a gene selection method based on the forward variable 
(gene) selection method (FSM) and show, using typical public microarray datasets, that our method can extract a small set of 
genes being crucial for discriminating different classes with a very high accuracy almost closed to perfect classification. 
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Background: 
On classification in pathological diagnoses from 
microarray data, feature selection or gene selection is an 
important step for extracting the genes that contribute to 
classification. Until now, various gene selection methods 
have been proposed. They fall into two categories, filter 
method and wrapper method. Filter method estimates the 
significance of expression difference between two classes 
(e.g., normal or cancer sample) gene by gene [1-5]. 
Wrapper method extracts a set of genes being useful for 
classification by repeating the processes consisting of a 
combinatorial gene selection and discrimination by 
classifier such as SVM [6, 7]. In general, it is known that 
wrapper method requires much more computation time 
than filter method but shows higher classification accuracy 
[8]. 
 
In this paper, we demonstrate that an accurate and robust 
classification results are achieved by extracting the set of 
informative genes to classify samples based on very simple 
statistics (F-value) We apply a forward variable (gene) 
selection method (FSM) based on Mahalanobis distance for 
extracting informative genes. FSM uses a very simple 
algorithm that conducts a greedy search based on a simple 
statistic, i.e., F-value. While our method applies a recursive 
process similar to wrapper method, it classifies samples 
with different classes without repeating the complicated 
processes of gene selection and classification used in 
wrapper method. Here, we illustrate a performance of our 
method by applying to microarray datasets and making a 
comparison with other gene selection methods. 
 
 
 

Methodology: 
The calculation method for FSM is briefly described in 
supplementary material. 
 
Results and discussion: 
We apply FSM to five different publicly available microarray 
datasets, two leukemia [1, 9], breast cancer [10], colon cancer 
[11] and Medulloblastoma [12] datasets. Here we show the 
result on Golub’s leukemia dataset (see Supplementary Data for 
the other datasets). This dataset contains 7,129 genes and 38 
samples from 2 classes with 27 ALL (acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia) and 11 AML (acute myeloid leukemia).  
 
To evaluate the performance of FSM, we conduct leave-one-out 
cross validation analysis (LOOCV) for the set of genes selected 
by FSM. In this analysis, each test sample (regarded as a vector 
consisting of expression values of each gene) is classified into a 
class to which the Maharanobis distance to the average 
expression vector is closer, and the number of “error samples” 
is counted.  
 
The classification accuracy is evaluated by the error rate that is 
defined by dividing the number of “error samples” by the 
number of all samples, where error sample is judged using the 
extracted genes. 
 
We first compare the performance of FSM to those of two filter 
methods, a ranking by F-value for every single gene (Simple) 
and a signal to noise metric-based ranking (S2N) [1]. It is 
shown the results of classification for the top 50 genes in Figure 
1, where the horizontal axis and vertical axis indicate the 
cumulative number of genes ordered by F-value and the 
classification error rate, respectively. 
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In all methods including FSM, the error rate decreases 
around the top 10 genes, but it shows substantial 
fluctuations in the region beyond top 35 genes. This 
suggests that the gene set includes many uninformative or 
noisy genes for classification. However obvious 
differences of the accuracy are observed between FSM and 
the two filter methods in the region between around the top 
10 and top 34 genes. Namely, the error rate of the filter 
methods grows with increasing the number of genes, and 
the tendency is very sensitive to the selected genes. In 
contrast, FSM gives robust and higher accuracy than these 
filter methods, i.e., all test samples are classified perfectly 
by the use of only top 8 genes, where the perfect 
classification continues up to 34 genes.  
 
As seen in Supplementary Data, FSM also provides 
prominently superior accuracy for the other four datasets, 
e.g., perfect classifications are achieved on leukemia [9] 
and breast cancer [10].  

Although the error rates for colon cancer [11] and 
Medulloblastoma [12] do not attain 0%, it is expected to 
improve by taking a larger number of genes for classification. 
In addition, we give heat maps of the genes extracted by FSM 
and S2N, which are depicted for the top 10, 30 and 50 genes. 
Although, from these pictures, it is not easy to find a clear 
reason why FSM has better performance than S2N, we can see 
an obvious difference between FSM and S2N. Namely, FSM 
extracts the genes that are down-regulated in ALL and up-
regulated in AML, whereas S2N selects the genes with high 
expression difference irrespective of up- or down-regulation. In 
top 30 and 50 genes, several ALL samples in S2N show down-
regulation (green or black) over all genes. Such samples are 
likely to cause a substantial increase of error rate. In contrast, 
FSM shows a clear contrast in intensities between ALL and 
AML. 
 
Furthermore, we compare the performance of FSM to the 
random forest method (RFM) that is one of the salient wrapper 
approaches based on a bootstrap strategy. As shown in [13], the 
classification accuracy of RFM is 94.9% for leukemia and 
87.3% for colon cancer. In contrast, the accuracy of FSM for 
these datasets attain100% and 93.5%, respectively which 
surpass considerably compared to those of RFM. 

 

 
Figure 1: Classification accuracy by FSM, Simple and S2N on Leukemia dataset. The horizontal-axis denotes the cumulative 
number of genes that are used for classification. For instance, in case of the number of genes k=10, it indicates that the top 10 
genes are used for classification. The vertical-axis denotes the error rate which is the ratio of all sample number to error sample 
number by leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV). 
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As described in Methodology, FSM iteratively conducts a 
greedy, but very simple search, under a restricted number 
of genes, to find a most informative gene set based on F-
value (or Mahalanobis distance) and accomplish a robust 
and an excellent (or perfect) accuracy of classification. It 
should be worth to mention here that our results indicate a 
possibility to extract the minimum gene set which can be 
applied to design a minimum gene chip for specific 
diseases. However, for the minimum gene set, it will be 
necessary to make a statistical test on the interval of the 
ranking of the genes which have achieved perfect 
classification.  
 
Conclusion:  
In this paper, we have employed the forward variable 
(gene) selection method based on Mahalanobis distance to 
search efficiently the combination of informative genes for 
disease classification. Our method (FSM), which provides 
a ranking of informative genes, is applied to five 
microarray datasets and the classification accuracy using 
the selected genes by our method was compared to 
traditional filter methods as well as a salient wrapper 
method. As a result, FSM conspicuously presented robust 
and high classification accuracy. In particular, it is 
noteworthy that FSM was able to extract the set of small 
number of genes having the perfect predictive power, 
where it is easy to identify the minimum number of genes 
for classifying samples of different classes. Such minimum 
set of informative genes must be useful in developing the 
low-cost and high-reliable microarray (or DNA chip) for 
specific disease, or designing high-sensitive and non-
redundant probes. It might be useful to read that a perfect 
predictive power of FSM holds over a wide range of gene 
ranking.  
 

Although, we restricted the number of genes to k=50 in this 
paper to avoid vast combinatorial computation of F-value, the 
computation can be parallelized by dividing the number of 
genes k into several groups. It is expected that the classification 
accuracy would be further improved by adopting a larger 
number of genes k. In the future, we will extend FSM to a 
parallel computing or multi-threading program, and verify the 
performance for large number of k. We will also develop a 
publicly available web tool or a downloadable standalone tool.   
 
Supplementary data: 
See http://www.mmm.muroran-it.ac.jp/~hikaru/article/01/ for 
additional data.  
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Supplementary material 
(i) The first gene (k=1) is determined by ranking the F-value defined by Eq. (1) below for all genes by putting p=0 and r=1; (ii) 
For k (≥ 2) th gene, we pickup a k-th gene from the rest of genes, and add it to the set of k-1 genes. Then, calculate the F-value 
for the set of total k genes by putting p=k-1 and r=1; (iii) Step (ii) is repeated for all genes in the rest set. k-th gene is determined 
by choosing the gene with largest F-value; (iv) Step (ii) and (iii) are repeated till the ranking of all genes is accomplished. 
 
Here, F-value is defined by Eq.(1) below. It indicates a statistical measure to evaluate the significance of an increase of squared 
Mahalanobis distance between the population mean in each classes 1 and 2 when r genes are newly supplied to an original set of 
p genes. 
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,where n[c] is the number of samples in class c, p is the number of genes before adding new genes, r is the number of supplied 

genes, and  is the squared Mahalanobis distance between population mean vectors of two classes. It is defined by 
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,where μ[c] is the p dimensional population mean vector belonging to class c and �-1 is the inverse of population variance-

covariance matrix  ∑ with element σst, where s, t=1,2,..., p. In our analysis below, instead of and which is assumed 

as population characteristics, we use statistically estimated values of  and  respectively which are available to 

estimate experimentally based on gene expression data by microarray. The estimated value  is given by using the following 
substitution to (2) respectively: 
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Here,  represents the expression value of i-th gene in j-th sample belonging to class c. To avoid a combinatorial explosion in 
calculating data with colossal dimension, we use, in this paper, the top k genes that are extracted by ranking the F-values for each 
gene, which is obtainable gene by gene from a simple calculation. 
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